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1 Revision History
The revision history describes the changes that were implemented in the document. The changes are 
listed by revision, starting with the most current publication.

1.1 Revision 1.0
Revision 1.0 was published in November 2018. It was the first publication of this document.
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2 Introduction
This user guide describes how to run Canonical Metal as a service (MAAS) Microsemi commissioning 
script and explains how to run the Remote ARCCONF utility as a charm using Juju services.
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3 Overview of MAAS Commissioning Script and Remote 
ARCCONF Juju Charm
The following sections introduce MAAS and Remote ARCCONF Juju charm.

3.1 MAAS Commissioning Script
MAAS allows users to treat physical servers like virtual machines (instances) in the cloud. Rather than 
managing each server individually, MAAS turns the existing bare metal into an elastic cloud-like 
resource. MAAS provides management of a large number of physical machines by creating a single 
resource pool out of them. Participating machines can then be provisioned automatically and used as 
normal. When those machines are no longer required they are "released" back into the pool.

Microsemi MAAS commissioning scripts allow users to configure Microsemi HBA/RAID controllers during 
the bare metal provisioning process. Microsemi MAAS commissioning script supports:

Firmware upgrade

Controller: Microsemi HBA and SmartHBA/SmartRAID controllers
Expander: SAS Expander Card AEC-82885T
Drives connected to the Microsemi controller

Microsemi HBA/RAID controller configuration can be performed by orchestrating the pre-saved HBA
/RAID configuration file, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 1 • Canonical MAAS Commissioning Script

3.2 Remote ARCCONF Juju Charm
Juju is an open-source modelling tool for running software in the cloud. It helps to deploy, configure, 
manage, maintain, and scale applications quickly and efficiently on public clouds, as well as on physical 
servers, OpenStack, and containers, as shown in the following figure. The Remote ARCCONF Juju charm 
allows users to deploy the Remote ARCCONF as a charm in any type of cloud using the Juju GUI or CLI. 
The smart storage controllers attached to a VMware ESXi hypervisor can be managed through Remote 
ARCCONF

Disk drives can be grouped into arrays and logical drives using the Remote ARCCONF, . Also, redundancy 
can be built-in to protect data and to improve system performance.
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Figure 2 • Microsemi Juju Charms
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1.  

4 Using the MAAS Commissioning Scripts
MAAS manages a pool of nodes. After registering ("Enlisting" state) a new system and preparing it for 
service ("Commissioning" state), the system joins the pool and is available for use ("Ready" state). MAAS 
controls machines through IPMI (or another BMC) or converged chassis controller, such as Cisco UCS.

MAAS users then allocate nodes for their own use ("Acquire") when they go into service. Any 
subsequently installed operating system will contain the user's SSH public key for remote access (the 
user's MAAS account first needs to import the key). An allocated MAAS node is  like a virtual instance not
in a cloud: users get complete control of the node, including hardware drivers and root access.

Once a node is no longer needed, it is sent back to the pool for re-use.

For more information about MAAS, see .https://maas.io/

4.1 Using MAAS Scripts to Upgrade Controller Firmware
Follow the instructions in this section to upgrade the controller firmware on a commissioned node.

4.1.1 Firmware Upgrade With Internet Connectivity
To perform the firmware upgrade on an MSCC smart controller, perform the following steps.

Provide the packages from the Microsemi website in the URL section with .URL?raw=1

Figure 3 • Firmware Upgrade with Internet

Note
User can edit the file with appropriate URL to flash any specific version of the firmware. By 
default, the script points to the latest release version of firmware available in the Microsemi 
website at the time of script release.

4.1.2 Firmware Upgrade Without Internet Connectivity
To upgrade an MSCC smart controller, perform the following steps.

Create the  file containing Remote ARCCONF, , and firmware image (tar.gz smartpqi*.deb .

https://maas.io/
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1.  

2.  

3.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

Create the  file containing Remote ARCCONF, , and firmware image (tar.gz smartpqi*.deb .
) files.bin

Example:
To copy all three files to the  file, change to the directory location and execute the following tar.gz
command.
tar -zcvf microsemi_maas_package.tar.gz arcconf smartpqi*.deb 
saveconfig.xml
Copy the files to the following location on the MAAS server.

/var/lib/maas/boot-resources/current/filename.tar.gz

Open the script and update the packages URL attribute with http://MAAS_IP_ADDRESS:5248
. The highlighted portion in the following image indicates /images/filename.tar.gz?raw=1

the content to be updated.

Figure 4 • Firmware Upgrade without Internet

Note
User can edit the file with appropriate URL to flash any specific version of the firmware. By 
default, the script points to the latest release version of firmware available in the Microsemi 
website at the time of script release.

4.1.3 Configuring the Controller Driver on Ubuntu Server 16.04
To configure the firmware on the Ubuntu 16.04 server, perform the following steps.

Open the script and edit toprovide the proper ID for the controller.
Example: ./arcconf getconfig <controllerID> ld
Go to the MAAS dashboard, under the  tab, click the  tab.Settings General

To blacklist the ARC driver, in the  box type Global Kernel Parameters modprobe 
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3.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

To blacklist the ARC driver, in the  box type Global Kernel Parameters modprobe 
, then click .blacklist=aacraid Save

Figure 5 • Global Kernel Parameters

4.2 Using MAAS Scripts to Commission a Node
Commissioning scripts are used by MAAS while commissioning and testing a node respectively. 
Commissioning scripts are used to configure hardware or to perform other tasks during commissioning, 
such as updating firmware.

To upload the commissioning script, perform the following steps.

Go to the MAAS dashboard at , then click the  http://10.187.66.68:5240/MAAS/#/dashboard Setting
tab.
To upload an appropriate script, under the  section under tab, click  Commissioning scripts General 

.Upload Script

Figure 6 • Upload User Script

In the  page, to browse to the appropriate script, click and Add commissioning script Choose File, 

http://10.187.66.68:5240/MAAS/#/dashboard
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3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

In the  page, to browse to the appropriate script, click and Add commissioning script Choose File, 
then click . The uploaded script file will be listed under the  section in Upload Commissioning scripts
the  page.Settings

Figure 7 • Upload User Script

To commission a node with the required scripts, click the  tab. The  page displays a list Nodes Nodes
of available nodes. Select an appropriate node, Click , and then click .Take Action Commission

Figure 8 • Select Node to Commission

In the  page, add or remove scripts in the  field and click Nodes Additional commissioning Scripts
.Commission 1 Machine

Figure 9 • Commission a Node

To view results of the operation on the selected node, click the  link. The  page View log Output
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6.  

7.  

To view results of the operation on the selected node, click the  link. The  page View log Output
appears.
On the  page, click  to view the firmware upgrade status.Output stdout
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5 Using the Remote ARCCONF Juju Charm
The following sections describe how to work with Remote ARCCONF Juju charm.

5.1 Installing the Remote ARCCONF Charm
The following sections describe how to install the Remote ARCCONF Juju charm.

5.1.1 System Requirements
To install Remote ARCCONF charm, a central Juju controller (machine) is required. The online hosted 
Juju controller, that is, Juju as a service (JAAS), can also be used for the purpose.

Note
To test locally, configure a Juju controller on the local machine. For the local instance of the Juju 
controller, an Ubuntu 16.04 system is required. For more information, see https://docs.jujucharms.

.com/2.4/en/tut-lxd

Note
Remote ARCCONF support is available for only VMware ESXi hypervisor.

5.1.2 Deploying Remote ARCCONF Charm
To deploy the Remote ARCCONF charm from the charm store, execute the following command.

juju deploy cs:~sddc.support/remotearcconf-1 --series trusty

5.1.3 Checking Status
To check the status, execute the following command.

Juju status

The following figure shows a sample output.

Figure 10 • Juju Status

https://docs.jujucharms.com/2.4/en/tut-lxd
https://docs.jujucharms.com/2.4/en/tut-lxd
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1.  

2.  

3.  

5.1.4 Uninstalling the Remote ARCCONF Charm
To uninstall the Remote ARCCONF charm, the application needs to be removed from the model.

Execute the following command to uninstall Remote ARCCONF.

juju remove-application remotearcconf

5.2 Remote ARCCONF Charm Use Cases
This section introduces the main features of Remote ARCCONF charm. It also explains how to get help 
for various commands.

5.2.1 Starting Remote ARCCONF
To start Remote ARCCONF, perform the following steps.

Execute the following command in the bash shell for lxc container (local) deployed charm.

lxc exec <instance_id> /bin/bash

The following figure shows the output of the command.

Figure 11 • Run Juju

Note
Users need root privilege to run Remote ARCCONF. Otherwise, they must provide the root 
password for the system.

To access the application at , change the directory to the corresponding /opt/remotearcconf
folder by executing the following command.

cd /opt/remotearcconf

The following figure shows the output of the command.

Figure 12 • Enter Working Directory

Follow the instruction in  and run the following command to set the Install.txt
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3.  

4.  

Follow the instruction in  and run the following command to set the Install.txt
LD_LIBRARY_PATH.

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:$PWD

The following figure shows the output of the command.

Figure 13 • Set LD_LIBRARY_PATH

Connect the VMware ESXi hypervisor system where the controller is connected by executing the 
following command.

./arcconf setvmcredential <ESXIP> <ESXCIMOMPORT> <ESXUSERID> <ESXPASSWORD>

Where,

ESXIP: The ip address of VMware esxi hypervisor machine.
ESXICIMOMPORT: This is the CIMOM Port on ESXi machine.
ESXUSERID: This is the user id on ESXi machine.
ESXPASSWORD: This is the password of ESXi machine.

After executing this command, the controller is ready to be managed.

5.2.2 Remote ARCCONF Commands
To see the list of available commands, execute  at the bash prompt without any parameters.arcconf
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Figure 14 • ARCCONF Commands

If the command fails, immediately an error message for the failed command is displayed.

For more details on the CLI commands, see ARCCONF Command Line Utility User Guide for Microsemi 
.Smart Storage Controllers (ESC-2161616)
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